
Spring-Summer 2023 collection 



ALYCE A31 OFF WHITE 

MATERIAL: Nappa full grain smooth leather 

SIZE:   32 x 27 x 8 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Hobo Bag, zip on top, Two zip pockets on 

  the sides additionale adjustable  

  shoulder-strap, inner zip pocket and  

  mobile pocket 

ANN A32 OFF WHITE  

MATERIAL: Nappa full grain smooth leather 

SIZE:   34 x 39 x 10 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  North South shoulder bag, Two zip pockets 

  on the sides additional adjustable  

  shoulder-strap, inner zip pocket and  

  mobile pocket 
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DIANE D31 OFF WHITE/ECRU' 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   30 x 25 x 15 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft bucket bag, with short handle,  

  additional adjustable shoulderstrap,  

  inner zip pocket and mobile pocket 

DORIS D32 OFF WHITE/ECRU' 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   32 x 22 x 14 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft two handles bag, additional adjustable 

  shoulderstrap, Zip pocket on front  

  inner zip pocket and mobile pocket  

DANI D33 OFF WHITE/ ECRU' 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  35 x 15 x 26 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Carry over style additional adjustable  

  shoulder-strap, Zip pocket on front  

  inner zip pocket and mobile pocket 
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DENA D34 JEANS 

MATERIAL: Nappa full grain smooth leather 

SIZE:   35 x 25 x 14 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft one handle flap bag, additional  

  adjustable shoulder-strap, center zip  

  compartment, inner zip pocket and  

  mobile pocket 

DENA SMALL D35 JEANS 

MATERIAL: Nappa full grain smooth leather 

SIZE:   29 x 21 x 14 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft one handle flap bag, additional  

  adjustable shoulder-strap, center zip  

  compartment, inner zip pocket and  

  mobile pocket 

DAFNE D36 JEANS 

MATERIAL: Nappa full grain smooth leather 

SIZE:  37 x 25 x 13 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Shoulder bag with short handle,  

  additional adjustable shoulder-strap,  

  inner zip pocket and mobile pocket 
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EMILY E11 ICE BLUE 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   37 x 25 x 12 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft one handle bag additional shoulder 

  strap inner zip pocket and mobile pocket 

ESTHER E12 ICE BLUE 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  37 x 25 x 16 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Large two handles soft bag additional  

  shoulder strap inner zip pocket and mobile 
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ERYN E13 ICE BLUE 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   34 x 20 x 15 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Medium two handles softbag additional 

  shoulder strap inner zip pocket and  

  mobile pocket 

EVE E14 ICE BLUE 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  26 x 26 x 15 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft shoulder bag additional shoulder strap 

   inner zip pocket and mobile pocket 
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FRIDA F31 LOTUS 

MATERIAL: Nappa full grain smooth leather 

SIZE:   30 x 21 x 10 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Flap bag with short handle adjustable  

  additional shoulder-strap inner  

  zip pocket and mobile pocket 

FRIDA SMALL F32 LOTUS 

MATERIAL: Nappa full grain smooth leather 

SIZE:  24 x 17 x 10 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Flap bag with short handle adjustable  

  additional shoulder-strap inner  

  zip pocket and mobile pocket 
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GEENA G31 LEMON/SOLE 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather  

  Details in second color tone 

SIZE:   28 x 18 x 8 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Double gusset crossbody  bag with a short 

  handle two zip top compartments,  

  one open middle pocket, additional  

  adjustable shoulder-strap inner  

  zip pocket and mobile pocket 

GRETA G32 LEMON/SOLE 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather  

  Details in second color tone 

SIZE:  25 x 24 x 8 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Double gusset crossbody bag with a short 

  handle two zip top compartments,  

  one open middle pocket, additional  

  adjustable shoulder-strap inner zip  

  pocket and mobile pocket 
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GRACE G33 MOJITO/MIMETIC 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather  

  Details in second color tone 

SIZE:   22 x 21 x 13 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Medium size bucket bag closure strings on 

  front additional adjustable shoulder-strap 

  inner zip pocket and mobile pocket 

GWEN G34 MOJITO/MIMETIC 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather  

  Details in second color tone 

SIZE:  22 x 17 x 10 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Small one handle flap bag additional  

  adjustable shoulder-strap inner zip  

  pocket and mobile pocket 
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LUANA L11 WHITE-SNAKE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain leather Details in  

  Roccia snake printed leather 

SIZE:   41 x 25 x 16 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Two long handles soft bag Zip closure on 

  top inner zip pocket 

LISA L12 WHITE-SNAKE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather Details in  

  Roccia snake printed leather 

SIZE:  35 x 22 x 15 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Two handles soft bag Zip closure on top 

  Additional adjustable shoulder strap  

  inner zip pocket 
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LUCY L13 WHITE-SNAKE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather Details in  

  Roccia snake printed leather 

SIZE:   36 x 29 x 12 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  One short handle shoulder bag Zip closure 

  on top Additional adjustable shoulder  

  strap inner zip pocket 

LISA L12 ORANGE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather  

SIZE:  36 x 22 x 15 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Two handles soft bag Zip closure on top 

  Additional adjustable shoulder strap  

  inner zip pocket 
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MEGAN M21 SUN 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   36 x 24 x 13 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Double gusset softflap bag, with short  

  webbing shoulderstrap Additional  

  adjustable shoulderstrap inner double 

  compartment and zip pocket 

MEGAN S. M22 SUN 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   27 x 21 x 11 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Double gusset softflap bag, with short  

  webbing shoulderstrap Additional  

  adjustable shoulderstrap inner double 

  compartment and zip pocket 

MARGIE M22 SUN 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  22 x 18 x 10 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Double gusset zip closure on top, with  

  short webbing shoulderstrap Additional 

  adjustable shoulderstrap inner double 

  compartment and zip pocket 
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NORAH N11 WHITE 

MATERIAL: Coupled pebbled "Wide grain" leather 

SIZE:   50 x 35 x 13 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Large size unlined tote bag zipped  

  pouch with wrist band 

NORAH S. N12 WHITE 

MATERIAL: Coupled pebbled "Wide grain" leather 

SIZE:  40 x 27 x 13 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Medium size unlined tote bag zipped  

  pouch with wrist band 
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SALLY S01 SKY/GARDA 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather  

  Details second color in tone 

SIZE:   26 x 18 x 12 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  One handle multipocket soft bag additional 

  adjustable shoulder-strap inner zip pocket 

  and mobile pocket 

SCARLET S02 SKY/GARDA 

MATERIAL: Premium pebbled grain cow leather  

  Details second color in tone 

SIZE:  21 x 14 x 11 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  One handle multipocket soft bag additional 

  adjustable shoulder-strap inner zip pocket 

  and mobile pocket 
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THEA T01 ROSE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather matching  

  Perforated pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   37 x 27 x 10 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft shopping bag with knots decoration 

  ready zip pocket on top inner zip pocket 

TATUM T02 ROSE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather matching  

  Perforated pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  29 x 23 x 14 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft two handles style with additional  

  adjustable shoulder strap ready zip  

  pocket on top inner zip pocket 
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TIFFANY T03 ROSE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather matching  

  Perforated pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   26 x 29 x 14 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft Bucket bag with short handle additional 

  adjustable shoulder strap ready zip pocket 

  on top inner zip pocket 

TINA T04 ROSE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather matching  

  Perforated pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  32 x 25 x 10 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft long hobo bag with one short  

  shoulderstrap additional adjust. shoulder 

  strap ready zip pocket on top inner  

  zip pocket 
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VERA V01 WHITE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   21 x 16 x 23 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft Bucket bag with short handle Zip  

  closure on top additional adjust. shoulder 

  strap inner zip pocket 

VICKY V02 WHITE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  27 x 15 x 16  cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Soft long bag with short handle, zip closure 

  on top, additional adjust. shoulder strap 

  inner zip pocket 
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VIOLET V03 WHITE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:   26 x 14 x 15 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Two handles bowling bag, additional  

  adjust. shoulder strap inner zip pocket 

VIOLET V03 SNAKE-WHITE 

MATERIAL: Roccia snake printed cow leather trimming 

  in pebbled grain cow leather 

SIZE:  26 x 14 x 15 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Two handles bowling bag, additional  

  adjust. shoulder strap inner zip pocket 
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ZARA Z01 LAVANDA 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather trimming  

  in second color 

SIZE:   22 X 14 X 20 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Small Bucket bag with short handle  

  Top Closure with Magnet additional  

  adjustable shoulder strap inner zip pocket 

ZOE Z02 LAVANDA 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather trimming  

  in second color 

 

SIZE:  31 X 14 X 20 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Medium  E/W hobo bag with  short Handle, 

  zip closure  on top additional   

  adjust. shoulder strap inner zip pocket 
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ZILLA Z03 LAVANDA 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather trimming  

  in second color 

SIZE:   32 X  12 X 27 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Hobo bag  with short handle zip closure 

  on top additional adjust. shoulder  

  strapinner zip pocket 

ZILLA Z03 WHITE/SNAKE 

MATERIAL: Pebbled grain cow leather Trimming in 

  white cow leather 

SIZE:  32 X  12 X 27 cm. 

DESCRIPTION:  Hobo bag  with short handle zip closure 

  on top additional adjust. shoulder strap 

  inner zip pocket 
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